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April 13, 1994

The Hon. Ivan Selin
Chairman
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Selin,

In a recent white paper, the Nuclear Management and
Resources Council (NUMARC) restated their opposition to the
stockpiling and distribution of potassium iodide. In
support of their opinion, they quoted a paper I wrote (JAMA,
1987 258:649) which reviewed public health strategies in the
management of reactor accidents. Some of the problems in
the logistics of KI distribution were discussed and quoted
by NUMARC but my paper's conclusion that before a sound
public policy could to be established, additional scientific
information was required, was ignored.

That paper was written ut the invitation of the American
Medical Association for a 1986 international conference on
non-military radiation emergencies and was subsequently
published with my affiliation to New York Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center listed. In NUMARC's white paper, selected
comments about potassium iodide distribution were extracted
from the paper and attributed to me as " Chairman of the
American Thyroid Association", an incorrect affiliation. ,

Unfortunately, NUMARC ignored two major position papers of
the American Thyroid Association (ATA) on potassium iodide
stockpiling, and distribution. One policy statement "The
Use of Iodine as a Thyroid Blocking Agent in the Event of a
Reactor Accident" (JAMA 252:659, 1984) was the report of the
Environmental Hazards Committee of the Association and
received the unanimous endorsement of the entire
organization. That statement, representing the official
policy of the Association recommended advance planning for
possible distribution of KI (although not the distribution
itself).
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The most recent statement of the Association appeared as a
letter to the editor of the JAMA entitled " Potassium Iodide
Stockpile for Nuclear Accidents" (JAMA 263:1632, 1990) and
reexamined the issue of stockpiling KI and concluded that
...The ATA believes that the option of potassium iodide"

distribution should be available for consideration...To this
end, the ATA believes that it would be prudent to have
available at central locations a suitable stockpile of
potassium iodide for possible distribution should its use be ,

contemplated." ,

Subsequently, at the behest of the ATA, the CDC and NRC held
a conference on the subject. At that meeting, I expressed
the opinion as did other representatives of the Americanj

Thyroid Association of the importance of stockpiling KI. |
j

The usefulness of advance individual distribution was noted
to be of uncertain effectiveness in the face of the limited
existing information unless appropriate studies were made of
logistical issues in distribution.

I learned of NUMARC's white paper incidentally while at an
IAEA meeting in Vienna, and on my return to New York called
to NUMARC's attention their error in attributing my personal
opinion (incorrectly quoted) to the American Thyroid
Association. This was a matter of some distress since they
implied an opposite opinion to me and to the ATA than was
held, ignoring the published and existing opinions of the
ATA on this subject.

^

A recent letter that NUMARC sent to the Commissioners (April ,

1, 1994) corrects the issue of my position and title but
unfortunately did not indicate the substantive and repeated :
ATA decision favoring potassium iodide stockpiling. i

Thank you for your attention (9
[ j/ / /

Sincer} ly, S
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h Becke(r.,M.D.
&

David V.
Professor of Radiology and Medicine
Director, Division of Nuclear Medicine !
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cc: Dr. P.R. Larson, President ATA i
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tens of millions of our citizens u ho have have } minted out that a brain sean, elec- and has adopted the following state-
no health insurance, and many need troretinogram, and fluoreseein angio- ment:
care now. This approach can help gram uould have little likelihomi of The recent reactor accident at Chernobyl, in

And, yes, in contrast to some, this showing an abnormality that was not which large amounts of radioactive iodine
editor recognizes an ancient ethic that suspected on the basis of a careful oph- were n! cased into the atmosphere, aga:n
espouses that we all are indeed "our ihalmologie examination. raised questions about pmposed methods of
brother's keeper." It seems to me that this problem is protecting those at risk of exposure. In a

George D. Lundkrg. M D another illustration of how readily phy. previous statement,' the ATA reviewed the

sicians discard the use of a careful histo _ scientific mformation available about the
{t t ime t ney h..ur, for the i, ,r

ry, physical examination, and logic in usefulness f p tassium iodide as a blocking
"#'"' t P'*"*"' '*di **t'"' ' di"' I' " '"~a t.ma rs at n,e L nrty wm ror o,e i..,r favor of easy technologicai procedures

. tering the thyrmd gland of those exposed to/awa imm als
s.1,wa,.rx m). 8** L riny hour. f.,r the =r. and their reported results. , Phys.ical ex- fallout. It also reviewed available data about
gA amination takes the physician's time, the possible effects on the thyroid of low-J '%

tests do not. level radiation exposure from radiciodine asu.p. .r /Av4 ve+sm ain
s. DamJr tert u.x,0wr' A callu. AmerM phyn One of the initial allures of ophthal- well as the potential toxic side effects of dis-
N,[ Np5.Cr NNNew mology for many physicians, and I am tribution of potassium iodide to large, unsu-
/4x4 nuw,am sure that this is true m other specialties pervised populations.

,

as well, is the gratification that comes it was concluded at that time that informa-

In Reply -Dr Evans will be interested from being able to make a presumptive tion necessary for the development of a suit.

to know that 100000 lawyers participate diagnosis on t he basis of a careful histo- (*]td YN f
" th

io ofeach year in some f/O orgamzed pro ry and physical examination. In my oph- radioiodine exposure to those of stable iodine
bono programa for the paor in this coun- thalmologic experience, a presumptive administration) but that such information
try. This does not include private, non- diagnosis can be made on this basis 954 was not available then. The ATA is aware of l

reported pro bono work for the local of the time and tests are only confirma- no new information that alters the issues
*

church, art center, or service club. Since tory. If the patient in question had nor- raised at that time.
August 19W7 months after the edito- mal visual function prior to cataract sur. It was concluded in that report that al-
rial was firrt published in the ABA Jon r- gery, then it is not anatomically or though the general distribution of potassium

nal and JAMA-it has been the official physiologically possible for the patient $dide was n t recommended except in spe-
I '

policy of the American Bar Association to have a malfunctioning optic nerve or }"an ssi$1 -anced pl gthat lawyers should devote at least 50 malfunctmnmg retma without there b"- tribution was advisable, and it urged that a
, ,

bours of their time to the poor each year. ing evidence of that disorder in the national task force of specialists be convened
Dr Haynes misses the point. I believe physical examination. Physical exami- to review the issues in potassium iodide dis-

that the moral price for holding a license nation tests such as pupillary response, tribution and to develop alternate national
to practice a profession of specialized color vision, stress test, noncomputer- distribution strategies for consideration.
knowledge is devotion of some of one's ized visual flekl, and biomicroscopic ex- As best as can be determined at this time,

skills at no charge to the needy. The amination of the retina imariably indi. no substantial stockpile ofpatassium iodide is

country carmot afford otherwise. cate ihe site and pathophysiology of any available for public use. Despite the improba-

Dr Tauber is wrong. The duty to de- dysfunction, if not the exact clinical en- A klj" *hatQ9n f
u

t he i

vote time to t he poor arises not from t he tity. A proper physical examination de~ um iodide distribution should be available for
wealth of attorneys arJ physicians, but mands the recognition by the examiner consideration to those responsible for public
from their privilege to practice their of the incompatibility of normal ocular health measures. 7b this end, the ATA be-
skilled arts for pay. Gm ernment cannot findings in the presence of significant lieves that it uvuld be prudent to have amil.
do it all, as Medicare and the Legal Ser- visual pathology. If the questioner de- able at eentml locations a suitable stockpile
vice Corporation demonstrate. The sires the explanation for the patienth effetassium iodidefor possible distribution i

country also needs the pro bono efforts poor visual acuity, she should be evalu. shaldits use be contemplated.

ofits professionals. ated by someone who is experienced in It is hoped that this recommendation
Laurence Ibbne. Enq the use of traditional medical methods. will generate renewed discussion of this
lwd AW' M;chaelinmenberg Mn important question. iWheaton Ill Northwestern t'niversity AmericanThyroid A.sociation

Medical Center
Histo and Examination Chicago. Ill David S. Cooper. MD h Johns Hopkms 1%uversty

school d Medicme, B.!timore. Md, D.vid v. Becker. MD.
i,Should Precede Tests i. Kaater H non. u .rt,r c.:.r.ct . urger, Jaux s, yorg(svi no.p,t.i_c.,mii Med,c.i c.nt,r.seri,.od

18 .
1W1+MM BnII. MD. L'niversity a M s.chusetts Med c.1 center.7h the Et/itor.- Dr Nolder,' m. h. dis- wormter. John t Dunn. MD. Unirmity dvirgmi. School

cu. ssion of a patient who suffered loss of d Maheme, ch rione.vuie; Eduardo c.it n. MD. cm.er-

vision following cataract surgery, cor- Potassium hkW Stockpile ity a Mi <a. poi schnoi a Medieme. J.ek.on n.ymond.

for Nuclear # ents '*d",*3,N,,,; ,,",i",",tewn. M D. m"" 8"c"m' m"ity s'cho'i'Fd *2"h" h d *d'""
rectly indicates the unlikelihood of the 3. ,

proffervd diagnosis of multiple evanes- 7b the Edia - t u American Thyroid @"*;,$"A",*"' '"dd',("| ",*'",%j
'

,
cent white dot syndrome. He also brief- Association (NIA) has long had an in- 1. accur Dv. Br.=m.n LE, Dunn it et ni. m an d - ,

ly lists a potpourri of entities that may terest m the thyro,dal consequences of iodm, . thyn,,d. nan, .,enon the ,,nt d. rentor ;i

have resulted in visual loss following a nuclear reactor accidents because of the nad.at repat d th Eamam.atam=rd= 0amnum '

surgical procedure. If Dr Kokler had large amounts of radioiodine that would $****""*""'"d^""""*'""#^"^""
been less kind, he might have pointed be released into the atmosphere. The
out that a markedly restricted peripher- ATA also has endorsed the use of potas. Pimping

al vision in,an eye with permanent loss sium iodide as an effective radioprvtec- 7b the Editor.-In the November 10,
of central vision is not compatible with tive agent. In light of the Chernobyl 1989, Letters column, Dr Kleinman'
the physical findings as given, specifi- disaster, the ATA has reexamined the quite correctly calls attention to the fact
cally, a normal optic disc and a "dissi- issue of potassium iodide stockpiling for that the word pimping does not exist in
pated" swollen retina. lie also might use in the event of a core melt accident any dictionary.
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